My photographic diary

Professor Ruby
An ammonite

A cross-section of an ammonite fossil

Uncut sapphires I excavated in Sapphire, Central Queensland
Photos of a piece of petrified wood unearthed in Moranbah, Queensland

Plant fossils I found when excavating in a clay pit!

In this photo you can even see the stem of a fossilised plant
Close-up photos of some of my plant fossils – so intricate and amazing!
I love collecting and fossicking for thunder eggs or geodes – I found these at Mt. Tambourine in Queensland.

These geodes all have crystals that have developed in them – I love how they are all different.
These are some coal samples I found in Western Australia.

I also like collecting interesting rocks – this has jasper and crystals too.
This is mudstone from the Northern Territory – I really like its colours and layers.

I love the layers of rock and crystals in this sample!

This is one of my favourite samples.